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Expert systems and marine applications

P. S. Katsoulakos, B.sc., M.sc., ptr.p. and C. P. W. Hornsby, ts.A., M.sc., D.phit.
Lloyd's Register, Croydon

This paper reviews the background to ,r, ,"r*"*::yrorisrlfrr-n, ,*^r. It then describes the history and nature
of artificial intelligence (AI), and presents some details of the structure andfunctioning of an expert system. Expert
systems are classified and some significant issues in knowledge representation and reasoning are discussed. The
current state of research in AI at Lloyd's Register is described, and a review is presented of current and possible
applications of expert systems in marine technology. The implications of advanced computing techniques for ship and
offihore operations are assessed.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen a steadily increasing number of
applications of artificial intelligence (AI) to every branch of
science and engineering. Collaborative efforts by experts and
AI specialists have produced systems which diagnose disease,
evaluate military ttrreats and even prospect for minerals, at a
level of performance equalling that of human beings. The
potential power of systems which not only replicate expensive
or rare human knowledge, but also are capable of producing
cumulative versions of it has stimulated worldwide efforts to
develop and apply this technology. In time, expert systems will
influence all areas of human activity where knowledge pro-
vides the means for solving problems.

During the same period of intense activity in AI research,
fundamental changes have taken place in the world shipping
industry. These led to a serious decline in shipbuilding activity
and in the profitability of ship operation. Marine transport
continues to be a low technology industry compared with the
electronic, computer, communications and even air and road
transport industries. This is one of the reasons for the 'vicious
circle' of recession which has afflicted the industry for thepast
decade (Fig. 1).

However, it is inevitable that general progress in technol-
ogy will lead to the application of high technology in shipping.
Many projects currently in progress, including the 'efficient
ship' schemes, have this goal in mind.

Marine Eansport encompasses shipbuilding and ship op-
eration which, as in many other industries, continue to exist as
completely separate functions. Both are highly competitive
intemational businesses. Today, countries with high labour
costs are seeking to improve their efficiency by developing
and exploiting computer-based technologies (Fig. 2). The
flexibility offered by automation in manufacturing makes
robotic systems particularly suited to shipbuilding. The indus-
trial robot can be used in a variety of complex manufacturing
tasks and is highly developed for welding andplate-cutting op-
erations.

To meet the present shipbuilding economic demands, the
new generation of shipbuilding robots need to comply with
two requirements. The first is enhanced awareness of the en-
vfuonment, for which new sensory systems are needed. The
second is improved in-built intelligence for autonomous deci-
sion making. This means that future systems will have to
replicate and apply autonomously what amounts to human
expertise. To further this aim, 'knowledge engineering' can
provide the technology to convert human knowledge into
industrial power.

Dr. P. S. Katsoulakos obtained his B.Sc., M.Sc. and
Ph.D. in marine engineering at Newcastle University.
ln 1981 he joined Lloyd's Register as a surveyor,
initially involved in offshore platform design and finite
element and lracture mechanics analysis. More re-
cently, his work has focused upon applications of
artificial intelligence (Al) to the marine lield. He is
responsible for the initiation and management of
major Al-related research projects, including the
EEC-funded project on residual fuel oils, the Condi-
tion Monitoring project under the U.K. 'Efficient Ship
programme, and recent ESPRIT projects.
Dr. C. P. W. Hornsby obtained his B.A. in philosophy,
politics and economics at Oriel College, Oxford, lol-
lowed by an M.Sc. in computer science at University
College, London, and a Ph.D. in African politics f rom
St. Antony's College, Oxford. ln 1986 he joined the
University of Surrey, with responsibility for the devel-
opment of an expert system to plan the rehabilitation
of sewer networks, funded under the Alvey pro-
gramme. He was also co-author ol an expert systems
development environment. ln 1988, he joined Lloyd's
Register with responsibility for artificial intelligence.

In the ship operation sector, the technical objectives are
remarkably similar. Moves towards enhanced operational
flexibility and computerized ship management will require the
use of advanced electronics, computers, instrumentation and
communications.'Expe.rt' or'knowledge-based' systems
provide a means of extending automation by making systems
independently capable of diagnostic and predictive decisions,
providing for example a coherent pictue of the ship environ-
ment in uncertain and changing wind and sea shtes and
operational requirements.

Knowledge in any subject is usually of two kinds, public
and private. Public knowledge includes the facts and theories
which appear in text books and references. Private knowledge
consists largely of rules of thumb and generalizations that have
come to be called 'heuristics'. Heuristics enable tie human
expert to make educated guesses, especially where informa-
tion is incomplete, or where an unusual combination of condi-
tions is involved. The ability torecognize and selectpromising
approaches to problems with uncertain or incomplete data,
and n check quickly whether results from complex analytical
computational methods arerealistic, is a very importantpart of
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Fig. 1. An overview of the marine transport industry
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Fig. 2. Future sea transport features

human decision making in engineering. However, this exper-
tise is increasingly becoming erded by the use of computers
to solve problems in a manner which is not fully understood by
the decision maker. Transferring currently available knowl-
edge into expert systems, to allow it to be used efficiently, is
thus becoming an important issue.

The place of AI in ship ransport and classification in the
future is summarized in Fig. 3. However, a great deal of effort
is still required both in resolving important difficulties in AI
technology and in adapting it for practical use in the marine
field. Within Lloyd's Register, experience has been gained in
AI in general, and expert syslems in particular, through the
development of applications in several marine technology
areas. Many of these developments have been carried out by
the Performance Technology Department under three re-

search programmes. The first is ttre Fuels Project, funded by

the Energy Programme of the Commission of
the European Communities @EC) and the
U.K. Marine Technology Directorate (MTD).
The project has produced a fuel characteriza-
tion expert system, with the active participation
of 30 members from oil companies and engine
manufacturers to research establishments. The
fuels project, which is nearly completed, is
closely linked to a second project, the Condi-
tion Monitoring Project, which is fundedby the
U.K. Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
and the MTD. A new generation of condition
monitoring systems for diesel engines is being
developed, incorporatin g fault diagnostic and
predicrive maintenance expert systems. The
thud project is the Danish-led ESPNT Project
' Shipboard Installation of Knowledge-Based
S."-stems' fl<BSSHIP). GSPRIT is the Euro-
pear Strategic Programme of Research in In-
formarion Technology.) KBSSHIP is aimed at
tle developmentof an integrated expertsystem
lo support the master and officers in optimizing
the safe and economic operarion of merchant
vessels. A new ESPRIT project led by Lloyd's
Register has also been recently approved,
aimed at developing a tool kit which will assist
in the maintenance and verihcation of existing
sofnrare, which is expected to have a signifi-

cant impact on future ship-related computer programs.
In the following text, the main principles of AI and the tools

for building expert systems within the Society are described.
A review of marine applications is then presented with empha-
sis on the prototype systems currently under development in
the Society's research and development programme.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Definitions
Most people today have some idea about what AI means,

since the range of published applications in medicine, science
and engineering is constantly increasing. However, it is diffi-
cult to state precisely what the field of AI covers. A picture of
the discipline can be provided by the following definitions.

"AI is the science of making computers do the things
which, if performed by humans, would be termed intelligent."

"AI is the study of how to make computers do things which,
at the moment, people do better."

"AI is the study of computer techniques for solving prob-
lems by exploiting efficiently knowledge abut a problem

domain."
The first definition makes the essential point that AI is

concerned with making 'smart computers' by engaging in
human-like cognitive processes. The next definition says

something about the goals of AI. They are, at least in part,

directed at the development of a better understanding of the

human ttrought process. A new field of study called cognitive
science has emerged to investigate this area. As 'knowledge
engineering' catalyses a global effort to collect" codify, and

utilize appticable knowledge, clarification and expansion of
the human knowledge process itself will also be achieved.

The last definition brings us closer to engineering reality.
It highlights the fact that the key to intelligent problem solving
lies in reducing the random search for a solution by the use of
knowledge. Most problems can be cast in the form of a search

for a path from some initial state to a desired final state which
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: i : : . 3 orh rhe definition of the search space and the guiding
. *-: >:arch process require the application of specialized

!-- - .i.::ge. The central role of knowledge in intelligence
: :..':s *h1'the most. successful AI programs so far have
:,-..:. :L:Erl or knowledge-based systems which operate in
:.: :.:l: subjecs. In short, expert performance depends criti-

- " -:. -xperr knowledge and the effective handling of that
- -i--i - -:---.

l.=:J are three principal divisions of AI: fundamental
" - j.ij:.-., ;o_enilive science and applied research ffig. 4). The

-:: --i :ri.cred at the development of theoretical techniques
: ::::essing towards the AI goals mentioned previously.

r.- ::.::.-.lle is the developmentof systems with theability to
: -: -: - :r experience. Cognitive science is directed towards

- 
- -::,'-:.dLng rhe way in which the human beings use knowl-

: ::: .: :onrast, applied research is directed at the develop-
- . : : : ::ograms with some specific applied purpose, usually
-:-;---,]. >cientrfic or administrative. It is within this cat-
:: -:-, :;i -xpert syslems lie, the element, of greatest interest
. - . :::;..eeringcommunity.

H.:t rtrical background
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. :.:::. : inrelligently and how this could be estab-
, ' -: '- ,: - 1: 'jl3t stage computers werein theirinfancy.
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However, Turing demonstrated that a certain kind of very
primitive computing machine could compute anyrhing rhat
was computable. Scientiss andphilosophers began to wonder
whether the brain was a 'Turing machine'. From these begin-
nings the initial AI objective, m provide a means of program-
ming intelligence into machines, was set. In the following
years researchers tried to build intelligent computers by imi-
tating models of the brain as neural networks. Whatwas over-
looked was the fact that the human brain contains l0 billion
neurons, each one an advanced form of analogue device. The
proposed structuring of the neuron networks was shown to be
an inadequate model of the brain.

The first period of AI research was dominated by a naive
belief that reasoning models coupled with powerful comput-
ers would produce humanlike or superhuman performance.
However, by the late 1960s, the severely limited power of
general purpose problem solving strategies was realized.
Expectations were reduced, and attention focussed instead
upon application problems. The lesson learned was that expert
knowledge was the key to expert performance; the knowledge
representation and inference schemes merely provide mecha-
nisms for its use. It was from this background that expert
systems emerged.

The first successful expert system was the mass-spectro-
gram inte{preter DENDRALI. DENDRAL analysed chemi-
cal experimental data to infer the possible structures within a
known compound. It employed an efficient. variant of a simple
methodology known as generate-and-test. Partial molecular
structures consistent with the data were first. generated, then
elaborated in all possible ways. By systematically generating
all plausible structures DENDRAL found candidates that
human experts sometimes overlooked.

The best known expert system was MYCIN ( I 976), which
addressed the problem of diagnosing and treating bacterial
infections of the blood2,3. Several new features were intro-
duced during its development which have since become
hallmarks of an expert systrem. Is knowledge comprised
approximately 400 rules relating possible blood conditions !o
associated inte{pretations. A scheme was devised based on
'certainty factors' to allow the system to reach plausible
conclusions from uncenain or fragmentary evidence. MYCIN
was also able to explain its reasoning processes. The user
could interrogate it in various ways by enquiring why it asked
a particular question or how it reached a conclusion.

Many other well-known expert systems were produced
successfully in tle late 1970s and early 1980s, mainly as
research tools, but some also proved practically useful. They
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included PROSPECTOR in geology, which found a previ-
ously unknown deposit of the valuable mineral molybdenum,
R.l forconfiguring DEC VAX computer systems, andHEAR-
SAY iI for speech understanding. A recent system, EURISKO
(i982), which improves and extends its own body of heuristic
rules through a complex learning process, made a break-
through in very large-scale integration by inventing a 3-
dimensionai AND/OR gate.

Search and reasoning
Many AI systems make extensive use of search tech-

niques. The 'slate-space' system is an example of this ap-
proach. States are snapshots of the problem at different stages

of a solution Fig. 5). Each state is generated by the application

goal. To be useful, evaluation functions must characterize the

solution space adequately, rvhich requires a substantial
amount of knowledge. .Arithmetic functions with weighted
coefficients can only partly represent such knowledge. Heuris-
tic rules in symbolic computing are often necessary.

Reasoning is often based on creating assumptions or
hypotheses and trater revising beliefs in the light of new
knowledge received or derived. The revision process can be

facilitated if the dependencies amongst the current set of
hypotheses are known. These dependencies can then be ana-

lysed to establish justifications before an assumption is con-
firmed or reiracted. Dependency-directed reasoning can be

extended to the problem-solving process itself, by introducing
justifications about goals and constraints. Altematively the

solution process can be guided by fixed searching methods or
heuristics.

Current difficulties in AI
Despite the signif,rcantachievements of the pastdecade, AI

technology is still at a research phase. Some AI programs can

beregarded as experiments which willbepartly disregardedas
soon as they have been developed and tested. The successful
principles they embody do however provide the basis for
further experimentation. Key issues which have been estab-
lished during the relatively short history of AI are those of
search and knowledge representation. Given a particular lan-
guage for expressing knowledge, the task of the solution
method is to explore the resulting search space. Many power-
ful knowledge represenlation systems, reasoning techniques,
search mechanisms and supporting software have been devel-
oped.

The main difficulties in AI relate to those fundamental
principles which normally provide a solid framework in any

established engineering or scientific subject. Such principles
include the definition and classification ofthe application, the

theoretical foundations, and the assessment procedures for a

solution.
(i) AI can be applied in almost every subject. As a result, the

definition and classihcation of the AI application area is

not clear. For example, in medicine, human illness is

classified in terms of pathology, osteopathy, neurology
and so on. Such a classification scheme for expert sys-

tems has not been generally accepted. A challenge to AI
is to specify which knowledge representation schemes

are suitable for different categories of problems, and

which solution methods perform well with each

represen[ation.
(ii) The main theoretical basis of AI is logic. However, heut-

istics rather than theories are often the cornerstones of
expert systems. There is a lively debate between those

who prefer formal rigour, and those who believe practical

experimentation is the best route forward. When funda-

mental principles for each class of application are estab-

lished, certain methodological advantages will emerge.

(iii) It is also important to be able to predict the main charac-

teristics of a solution, having adopted certain techniques

to produce it. Such performance prediction in AI is not

poisible at present. For example, it is not always possible

io estimate which knowledge representation and infer-

ence mechanism will give the fastest execution time in a

specific application. Validation of an expert system also

presents difficulties, as traditional methods cannot be

used. The problems for which expert systems are being

developed do not have a clear specification. Conse-

quently, there is often no standard or reference against

which performance can be judgeda.

of operators, first to ttre initial states, and then to the interme-
diate states. The aim is to find a sequence ofoperators that can

be applied to the initial state in order to reach the goal. There

are various search methods, including exploring all possible

intermediate steps.
The size of the underlying search space of practical AI

problems prohibits a systematic consideration of all the alter-
natives. For example, if the initial state of a problem was that

a ship's speed is reduced, and the goal was to identify the

cause, the possible number of combinations of engine, propel-

ler and hull deteriora.tion that would explain this reduction is

enormous. The efficiency of the search process is thus crucial
to AI applications. A number of techniques are available for
efficienrsearching, optimized for specific categories of prob-

lem.
Search is sometimes formulated as the simple 'generate

and test' process described earlier. Another technique is that

of 'progressive charting refinement' of a subject which allows

search to be carried out in a nurnber of stages. In the first slage

a global subject 'map' provides overall directions. The details

can then be established in a'local' map.
For many applications it is possible to apply specialized

information to guide ttre search process. Such information can

be a mixtue of mathematical theory and heuristics' Heuristics
can be expressed numerically orby rules. Numerical heurislics
are functions estimating the closeness of a search path to a
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ilrry w,$Hm ;( 3:omputer program designed to
Til ill u r 0l -c rrr:.r. bJge of a specific domain of human
qre. "{n8 t[ inmr ::rr dre performance of an expert in that
rMlllllt ilfur umr/"!cti{E r u-q rhus be organized in such a form
iMtnfliltrtlm mry:run ;ur '-iler rntelligent advice or make intelli-
1300ur ,@Erutrmns- ar;rsr n jems have several distinguishing
rruuillrurrmsr; alsc u[iide:

i' r,.mort ur krla ledge representation and inference.
,,[ 1c[Rf,{ 

"e"r:h and reasoning facilities.
r; ist-rnrc'niedge. employed to reison and rationalize

lM irfre'n'i Sehaviour, and to provide explanations or
llr{;i.tri :'r-< I'or conc I usions.

l*rrs nueic components of an expert system
-lrr. tr,is[ :-Tnpoflents of an expert system are shown inI ; ' lrr: :-5s. ; J{nponent is an inpuVoutput module. Its main

-iul;llff r :c provide a mechanism for communications
'lr:ti'hi r:::ii :- user and the expert system. Problem descriptions
.i:: ,;.lcr.r,J b1- the user, and advice and explanations of
-rt:-:,1r,:n:!i ies;hed by the expert system are output. For expert

lii..::n,i :,peraring in real time the input/output interface pro-
*;,r*; .r. i =ring device for information received from sensors
r r r':r5 :lbrmation sources. The output in the form of advice
l- r$,ir:,:-g is either sent !o computer screens or can be linked
" .L*iri-a or control systems.

l:: :cre of an expert system consists of aknowledge base,
- ixl{ : -a-ie (or working memory) and an inference mechanism.
-:a r:ouledge base contains all the available knowledge
*:r:,*- : panicular subject. The database contains all the facts
r,-:ri:L: or deduced about this particular problem. Inference
ri:i;_iie,s are then applied in order to derive a solution to this
:r:':.;,m. It is one of the basic characteristics of an expert
j',:;-:i:i fiat this separation takes place, dllowing alterations
.r-:rl rrprovefllents to theknowledge without changes to Lhe in-
.:r-:ice mechanism, and allowing common inference tech-
r rl je S to be applied to a variety of problems. It also provides

-=i:-Talency to the user and the domain expert. Both can see,

-: :;quired, what the system is doing and why it is doing it.

Fig. 6. Basic components of an expert system
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The knowledge base
The knowledge base contains all the information required

to solve the problems for which the system is defined. The
main facilities for representing knowledge are rules, object
definitions, relationships and procedures. Rules are the most
familiar element of an expert system. They are generally in an
IF...TI{EN... form, which states either that if this situation
occurs, this should be the reaction, or that in order to prove that
this is the answer, it is sufficient to prove that these conditions
hold. Object definitions (or descriptions) are used to identify
and differentiate different knowledge building blocks. In-
creasing numbers of expert systems now use them to define the
basic components of the system, and their possible values.
Relations express dependencies and associations between
these building blocks, and hence between the facts defined
within them. Procedures specify sequences of operations to
perform when attempting to solve a problem.

When an expert system is running, rules and procedures
generate new facts or new hypotheses in a database (or
working memory space), describing the current state of the
problem. The activation and scheduling of operations and the
initiation ofalternative solution routes can be co-ordinated by
control knowledge.

The inference mechanism
The inference mechanism is a control scheme for the

application of the knowledge contained in the knowledge
base. The main inference techniques are known as forward
chaining and backward chaining. Real systems may focus
upon one or the other, or a combination of both. There are
however several other techniques, ranging from hypothetical
reasoning to pattern matching and sratistical pattern recogni-
tion.

Forward chaining involves reasoning from data to conclu-
sions. Forward chaining rules consists of a condition and an
action part. If the condition matches the appropriate parame-
ters in a database then the action is executed. With a rule which
states IFX TFIEN Y, a forward chaining system will ascertain
ifX is true, and then deduce a new fact, Y. As this changes the
current set of facts, new rules may become applicable.

Backward chaining attempts to find data to prove or reject
a hypothesis by regarding it as a goal. The system first identi-
fies the appropriate conditions that would be sufficient to
achieve the specified goal. It then proceeds !o rry ro establish
these conditions, by examining the database to see if they are
known to be true, and if not, by treating them themselves as
goals. Thus ttre overall goal is resolved into a number of
sub-goals; each sub-goal is then further partitioned into more
sub-goals until a basic premise is reached, or the attempt to
prove the goal fails. This topic is examined in rnore detail in
the Knowledge Representation and Inference Techniques sec-
tion.

The explanation system
An additional element within some expert systems is the

explanation module. This justifies the system's advice and
decisions to the user. It answers questions about why some
conclusions were reached or why a competing hypothesis was
rcjected. The explanation module collects all the supporting
evidence accumulated from the intermediate hypothesis re-
fincment steps. Current research is aimed at producing 'causal
models' which can be used to explain system decisions from
first principles. Qualitative models, based on statements such
as 'if temperature increases within an enclosed container, then
pressure increases' are being specihcally investigated forthis
purpose.
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Table 1. Categorles of expert 8yst6m appllcations

Category Function Features General apDlications

Problem System Dialogue mode Real time
Marine

applicationr

1. Classification lnfer system
malfunctions.
Categorize or
clarify problems
actions or items.

Selection from Dalabase of
several possible associations
answers. between

features and
categories
causal models.
Filtering
of improbable
answers.

Medical.
Electronic.
Mecfianical.
Taxonomic.

Electronic.
Mechanical.

Fault diagnos
- machinery
- electrical
- communical
Classification
requirements

2. General
advice

lnfer problem
descriptions
from specific
requests.
Applv
appropriate
information.

Large number
of rules,
constraints,
regulations.

lnlormation
storage and
retrieval.
Daiabase
management.
lnterpretation
by heuristics.

Administration.
Law advice.
Accounts.
Design
assessment.
lnformation
communication.

N/A lntemational
conventions.
Ship operatin
costs. Shippir
information.

3. Design Combine
components
to solve
problem.

No limits on
possible
options.

Forward
chaining to
construct
partial solutions,
constraints and
heuristics.

Computer
configuration.
Space planning.

N/A Ship machine
designs.

4. Planning and
scheduling

Generate and
evaluate
plans
or actions to
satisty given
constraints.

Multiple
solutions.
Concept
generation
and evaluation,
Optimization ol
objective
function.
Ouantitive
constraints.

Prototype plans
monitoring
evaluation and
replanning.
Continuous
reasoning.

Project
management,
process
planning.

Robotics.
Communication.
Military
planning.
Resourcs
allocation.
Scheduling.
Flexible
manufacturing.

Voyage planr

Ship and offs
platlorm desi
Maintenance
surveys plan

5. Monitoring Comparison of
observations
with key
features of an
adopted plan or
specilication.

Fiscal
management.
Project
management.

Regulatory
control. Nuclear
power plants.

Fleet managi
Business pla
monitoring.
Equipment
monitoring.

Rapidresponse Hypothesis
to deviations. updating.
Problem Probabilistic
identification. techniques.

Fuzzy logic.

6. Simulation lnfer likely
andprediction consequences

of given
alterations.

No established
theory. High
number of
significant
variables.
Parameters
with variable
interactions.

Parametric
dynamic
models.
Generation of
a range of
answers based
on different
assumptions.

Weather
forecasting.
Crop
estimations.
Economic
forecasts. Risk
predictions.

Traffic
prediction.
Military threat
prediction.
Financial
forecasts.

Predictive
maintenance
Trading and
freight rate
predictions.

7. ldentification lnfer descrip
tions from
observables.

Multi-discipline.
Different levels
of abstraction.
Different types
of information.

Assignment of
symbolic
meaning to
structure, lorm
and properties
of physical
objects on
situations.

Vision. Speech
understanding.
lmage analysis.
Surveillance.

Weather
monitoring ar

surveillance.
Navigation,
position cont

N/A

8. Control lntegration of
identification,
diagnostic,
predictive and
monitoring
functions
within an
overall control
plan.

Dynamic task
scheduling.
Error recovery.
Automatic
supervision.

lntegration of
techniques
lrom all other
categories.
Selection of
control
algorithms
and parameters,
Dependency
networks.

Control system
design.

Air traffic
control.
Business
management.
Missile control.
Engineering
control.
Communication
control.

Ship managt
Bridge integr
control. Dyn:
positioning.
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ffication of expert systems
h ae many different types of classification proposed

firryt systems, but one view is that most expert system
rnffir"lns fall into the distinct tlpes summarized in Table 1.

Ei Chssification expert systems attempt to deduce which
of a number of possible categories or classifications a
poblem or situation falls under. One of the main sub-
groups of these are diagnosis systems. Diagnostic expert
systems explain why abnormal circumstances are pres-
ent in a system. Problems of this kind are very common;
they include diagnosing apatient's illness and localizing
a fault in an electronic circuit. Diagnostic expertsystems
relate observed behavioural irregularities with underly-
ing causes using a number of techniques. A common
method is based on acquiring a database with real
observations of associations between symptoms and
malfunctions. Another technique is based on generating
a description of the system behaviour corresponding to
all possible candidate faults; then matching the simu-
lated sympoms with real observations. Causal models
which describe all the system components and their
relationships could provide the basis ofadvanced diag-
nostic expert systems in the future.

(ii) General advice expert, systems are used for retrieving
information about specific problems. First, the problem
is interpreted by heuristics. Then the appropriate infor-
mation is selected from the knowledge base and pre-
sentedto theuserasadvice. Although commonly used in
accounts, administration and cost estimates, they can be
applied to many engineering functions. Design ap-
praisal, based on specific codes or an identified set of
first principles, could usefully employ such methods.
Advice on what intemational convention regulations to
apply in certain situations could be obtained by interro-
gating an expert system. Regular information bulletins
could also be stored in a form where the user is quickly
guided to the appropriate data. To all intents these
systems are capable of acting as a library with an effi-
cient librarian, finding the correct data for the user.
A special category of general advice expert systems is
that of intelligent front ends. These aid operators of
complex computer systems, for example when dealing
with a multitude of alarms in large, disributed control
systems during a process upset. Potentially, intelligent
front ends will become part of most simulation or other
complex computer program s.

(iii) Design expert systems synthesize solutions to problems
from a set of possible components, according to certain
resFictions on possible configurations, and with general
goals in mind. Deciding the best layout for a compuler
system or the allocation of space and determination of
resulting aerodynamic properties for a car are obvious
examples. Some of the hardest AI problems are design
problems.

(iv) Planning and scheduling expert systems generate se-
quences of time-related actions that satisfy given con-
straints. A plan is often formulated by connecting the
main entities of a problem in various relationships.
Heuristics are used to evaluate alternative plans and
suggest improvements. ConsEaints represent usually
conflicting criteria, incompletely defined, and almost
certain to change with time. Heuristics are necessary to
re-order priorities according to the prevailing set of
constraints. Applications include robotics, communica-
tion, military planning, resource allocation and manu-
facturing.
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(v) Monitoring systems continually test and study certain
features of a situation or product. They can also be
combined with planning systrgms, where the moniOring
is of plan execution. They compare observations with
features that seem critical to a successful outcome, look-
ing for conditions which might invalidate a plan or for
potential effects which could violate a prescribed con-
straint. Possible applications exist in a wide range of
sophisticated systems such as those employed in nuclear
power stations, air traffic control and fiscal management
aspects.

(vi) Simulation and prediction expert syslems infer likely
future consequences from given situations. Weather and
economic forecasts are typical examples. Usually a
dynamic model is employed in which future values are
expressed as functions of selected parameters. The
values of key parameters, appropriate for a given
situation, are selected by heuristics. It is often more
realistic to produce answers as a series of optional
outcomes; these are based on assumptions which can
be also chosen by heuristics.

(vii) Identification expert systems infer descriptions from
observations. Problems are solved by storing knowledge
of structure, form and properties of physical objects
describing the state of a system. This category includes
vision models, speech understanding, image analysis
and surveillance. Vision and to a lesser degree speech
understanding are amongst ttre most difficult areas of AI
research.

(viii) Control expert systems can incorporate all the other
systems. An expert control system governs the overall
system behaviour. Control is based on formulating a
plan and moniloring its execution !o refine details.Iden-
tification, diagnostic and predictive functions are linked
to the plan monitoring system. Air traffic control, man-
agement and process conEol are primary examples.

Real-time expert systems
In recent years, attention has increasingly focussed upon

the use of expert systems directly linked in with pieces of
equipment, serving fault diagnosis and monitoring roles. Two
aspects make a system a real-time one; the system function is
time-dependent, and the stateof the world to which the system
is being applied is changing constantly. There are certain
problems in designing AI systems for continuous real'time
operation. These relate to issues such as detecting change,
speed of response requirements, intemrpted reasoning and
consistency of reasoning. If some events are more critical than
others, the reasoning process must be intemrpted to deal with
the high-priority call. Changing data creates problems of
consistency, and research in this area has established a number
of reason maintenance methodologiess, but additional work is
required Lo improve their efficiency. Real-time planning is
another area which is of relevance to many marine applica-
tions, such as voyage planning and maintenance scheduling.
Here the challenge is to plan which goals, possible actions,
timescales andresources may change and how tore-plan when
such changes take place.

Collaborating expert systems
The principles of distributed AI were established in the

early 1980s. There are two approaches to ttre problems asso-
ciated with collaborating expert systems; task sharing and
result sharing. Result sharing is especially suited for problems
where decomposition into sub-problems is difficult. A super-
visory system is used !o communicate the problem to all sub-
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systems. Each system which is able to contribute communi-
cates its results back to the common pool. Work on collabor-
ating expert systems, where several small systems co-operate
in order to achieve a given goal, or share data and knowledge
in order to achieve their own separate goals, has focussed on
what are known as blackboard architectures.

Distributed AI systems have the same advantages over
ordinary AI systems that distibuted systems always have;
modularity, speed, reliability and re-usability. There are some
intrinsic problems however, relating ro shbility, resource-
sharing, communications bottlenecks and problem-decompo-
sition.

Features of viable expert systems
In the previous sections the main areas for expert systrem

applications have been identified. Some rules of thumb for
choosing the 'right' type of application (one with a relatively
high probability of success) are:

(i) problems in which specialized knowledge is needed
but which do not require common sense;

(i0 problems in which experts exist, and in which know-
ledge is available and can be articulated;

(iii) problems in which there is rough agreement between
experts (economic plans are not good applications);

(iv) problems which are not trivial and have generated
general interest, but which are tractable;

(v) problems in which there is no algorithmic solution,
and in which knowledge is heuristic and answers may
be uncerLain;

(vi) problems in which financial gain can be demonstrated
to the organization involved, or an improvement in
service to the customer achieved.

Assessment of expert systems
The assessment of an expert system can be based on the

evaluation of its performance in three main areas.
(i) Completeness and correctness: the degree to which the

knowledge in the domain is an accurate representation
of the knowledge required to carry out the task, and is
applied to produce high-quality consistent results. This
depends amongst orher things upon the quality of the
knowledge representation and inference techniques
used, and upon their successful use in modelling prob-
lem solving in he domain.

(ii) Reliability: the degree to which rhe sysrem is fragile
(crashing unexpecredly), unpredictable in its opera-
tion, inflexible (unable to funcr.ion ourside irs limited
area ofexpertise) and discontinuous in its reactions to
similar inputs. Some systems handle a timited number
of problems very well, but cannot solve problcms even
slightly outside a narrow system specification.

(iii) Usefulness and flexibiliry: rhe degree to which systems
actually carry out the tasks desired by operators in the
field, and their ability to be incrementally improved
and debugged.

Knowledge acquisition
Knowledge acquisition is ttre process by which problem-

solving expertise is obtained from some knowledge source in
a form in which itcan thenbeencodedwithinan expert.system.
Sources of information include textbooks and papers, manuals
and the experts themselves, both theoretical specialists and
practising workers in the field. Such knowledge elicitation
involves the collection of specialized facts, rules of Lhumb and
reasoning procedures in a narrow field of knowledge. The

transfer of this information to a program is generally done b1
a 'knowledge engineer', who develops an understanding bor|.
of the domain and of the design and of the construction of the
expert system. Knowledge acquisition has been recognized in
the last few years as a major 'bottleneck' in expert systems
development. However, tools are now becoming available to
help in the automarion of this process. An intelligent ediring
program can partially substitute for the knowledge engineer in
simple applications, particularly when ttre expert is reasonably.
conversant with programming.

Another route towards overcoming this bottleneck in ex-
pert systems development concerns learning. The ability to
leam, though presently in its infancy, makes a system capable
of expanding and refining its own capabilities. An essential
requirement before learning is the system's ability !o reason
about its own processes. This, in practical systems, is often
implemented by tracing back the rules that played a part in a
problem solving session. The rules then serve as their own
justification. Specific research on compuuer learning has
emphasized general inductive inference methods6. Induction
is the process of general2ing from particular instances or ex-
amples to general rules or principles. It involves a search for
common features in examples which can be subsequently used
in classification rules or concept descriptions. In cases where
the underlying rules are already known, induction is of less
interest.

Rule induction from examples
A number of applications for which expert systems are

being developed contain large volumes of data organized in
databases. The absence of established theory and lack of
experts then make these dala a major knowledge source. In
such cases the expeft can be substituted for in the construction
of rules by this data and the knowledge engineer by an induc-
tion program. Many marine technology problems fall into this
category, making computer induction an importrant technique
in this area. Engineering concepts can oflen be described by a
set of positive and negative examples of problem instances.
These are used to generate rules that.provide decision trees and
point to the most signihcant solution parameters. Induction is
a technique heavily investigated and relatively well devel-
oped, with commercial tools to assist in it on the market.

The type of induction process used varies with the source
of [he examples. If the source is an expert, a sequence of
examples can be selected to optimize convergence io the
desired concepL When the source is the system itself, ex-
amples are generated from the knowledge base information,
and an expert is then asked to approve them. More commonly,
the examples come from data collected 'in the field'. In
general, the induction packages available today are aimed at
producing 'IF (condition) - TIIEN (action)' rules without
reference to the underlying cause of this regularity. The
EXTRAN (ID3), INDUCE, HGA and BEAGLE sysrems
are examples of this category. They may provide adequate
performance in the specified domain, but they are unlikell'
to identify the causal connections underlying the observed
regularities.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND
INFERENCE TECHNIQUES

Knowledge representation systems render knowledge acces-
sible to computers. There are a variety of systems available.
and they can be described in several ways, by their formai
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Fig. 7. Knowledge representation systems

:reracteristics, *reir user-friendliness and their descriptive
:Jwer. Fig. 7 shows a categorization of the major knowledge
:epresentation techniques discussed below. Similarly, there
are several different inference techniques available. We will
review in more detail examples of each. In many cases, the two
intertwine, since certain inferencing techniques will only be
possible with certain knowledge representations.

Declarative and procedural knowledge
Knowledge can be viewed as being of two main types,

declarative and procedural. Declarative knowledge states
*'hat a solution to a problem would consist of; it provides
information which can be applied in several ways. Procedural
knowledge embeds within itself the means !o solve the
problem. It does not state explicitly what a solution would
consist of, but rather how to find it.

In pure declarative systerns, it is assumed that knowledge
representation can be formulated independently from consid-
erations of the way thatknowledge willbe used. Consequently
these systems consist of two components; a static part based on
logic theory and an active inference mechanism. The classical
declarative representational mechanism in AI research is
predicate calculus. It can be used as both a knowledge repre-
sentation language, and as an inference technique. The origi-
nal basis of the language Prolog (PROgramming in LOGic)
*,as a formalization and implementation of predicate logic on
a computer.

Predicate calculus is a method of manipulating logically
basic entities. Knowledge is represented by translating infor-
mation into formulae of predicate logic. These formulae are
added in the knowledge base as axioms. Unlike propositional
calculus, where a statement 'Socrates'is a man' is reduced !o
a single constant 'Socrates-is-a-man' , in predicate calculus the
lull structure of the sentence is represented, wittr a predicate
'man' applied to a constant 'Socrates', producing man
(Socrates). Inferences are formulae deduced from the axioms
by inference rules. Thus given the simple axiom 'all men are
mortal', which we could formalize as:

l{ [man(E -> mortal(])l
twhere 'lX' means for allX, and '->' means implies), and the
lact man(Socrates), predicate calculus will allow us to deduce
morul(Socrates).

The solution approach in predicate calculus is that the goal
state is expressed by a formula and is regarded as a tleorem
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which is to be deduced from the axioms by the inference
mechanism. Some of the advantages of predicate calculus (and
of declarative systems generally) are that the syntax and
formal interpretation are well dehned, thereare clear inference
rules and tle knowledge base is modular and is application is
flcxible. However, the rules do not contain information about
how to use knowledge, they are often less powerful, and they
cannot represent such features as uncertainty or non-monoton-
icity, where the data being reasoned upon is changing or is
inconsistent (as in reasoning over time). Research to improve
the restrictive expressive power of predicate calculus is cur-
rently being undertaken, concentrating on advanced forms of
logic and on integrating predicate calculus with ottrer repre-
sen[ations.

In procedural representations, emphasis is placed on the
knowledge of how to solve a problem, which is placed within
ruies or procedures. Most traditional programming languages
such as FORTRAN have been procedural, since they contain
within them knowledge of how to solve problems, embedded
within the program code. AI languages and expert systems
combine both procedural and declarative elements, with dif-
ferent systems focusing more on one than the other. Often,
primarily declarative systems have the advantage of clarity
and rigour, but lack the facilities for complex operations and
calculations. Thus, a declarative rule-based language may
have the ability to call or have intermixed witiin it code
written in another purely procedural language.

An example of a procedural knowledge representation
technique is a method or procedure which is executed when a
piece of information is needed. The system does not know
what the fact required is, nor what it depends on. It does know
how to get it, possibly by an arithmetic computation, possibly
by requesting facts from elsewhere and combining them.

An advantage of procedural representation is that control
know ledge supports strai ghtforward processin g of informa-
tion for particular purposes. The expressive power of proce-
dural systems is comprehensive; any other scheme can be
implemented by a procedural one. Drawbacks include loss of
transparency in comparison with declarative systems: knowl-
edge can be attributed to a procedure as a whole and not to
particular separate elements. Complex interaction between
procedures creates the problem that adding or removing a
procedure can lead to unexpected side effects.

Rules
Rules are the basic knowledge representation technique.

They may manipulate either simple facts, such as 'if it is
raining' then 'you should take an umbrella' or more complex
object-based structures, as in iftoday ()) and raining (X) and
person (f and going out (I) then useful-possession (I, um-
brslla).

Rules can be procedural or declarative, depending on their
complexity and type. Those explicitly containing instructions
to assert andretract items in a database, and to print statements
and to carry out calculations, are primarily procedural. Others,
which simply state that if certain facts are true, then certain
otler facts are also lrue (and which leave it to the inference
mechanism to react to this) are more declarative.

Rules may be manipulated by a variety of inference
mechanisms. Some systems have rules which can be used by
both forward and backward chaining systems alike. Others
have different syntaxes for each, in which case there is a direct
relationship between forward chaining and forward produc-
tion rules, and backward chaining and backward chaining
rules.
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before a rule is activated. Inference is also unguid€*
iteration depends on all the system variables. In rlrinr
alleviate the first problem, structural improvemens d
database have been proposed. In order !o amelicrc
second problem, control procedures can be applied *
rules are partitioned into groups and only examined
to a pre-specified agenda. Another possibiliry is O
control the sequence of execution, with rules depositing
tional connol 'flags' in ttredatabase which will trigger
other rules in subsequent cycles.

Backward chaining systerns and ba
chaining

Forward production systems and forward
cnarnrng

Forward production systems consist of three main compo-
nents; a database (working memory), a set of production rules
and an interpreter. The database contains the facts about a
particular subject. Any changes in the database are monitored
by the interpreter. The production rules contain specific
knowledge about what additional facts can be deduced if
certain conditions are satisfied (i.e. when facts in the database
match with the condition of the rules). The action part of the
production rules leads the deductions to be asserted into the
database, either by the interpreter, or directly by instructions
in the conclusion (depending how declarative the system is).
New facts added to the database may trigger other production
rules, which allow the deduction and assertion of more facts.
An example of a forward production system is given in Fig. 8.

Classical production systems have the desirable property
of modularity. hoduction rules can be added or deleted
without unexpecled side effects, as procedures are initiated
only by data and not by other procedures. They can thus be
particularly suited for domains described by a large number of
independent heuristics. The Rl system for configuring DEC
VAX computers is a good example.

The drawback of pure production systems is that ttrey do
not contain control tnowledge. The systems can be ineffi-
cient, as all thecondition parts of allproductionrules are tested

In backward chaining systems, also known as
directed or goal-driven reasoning systems, inference is
upon the idea that there is a specific goal which is to be
The application of rules is not only dependent on the data in fu
database or control knowledge, but also on the given goal. .{a
in production systems, backward chaining employs a dan-
base, a ruleset and an inference mechanism. It also maintaim
a stack of one or more goals. When the system is given a gd
to prove, all the rules which conclude that this goal is prortl
are examined one by one to find what conditions would, if
proved true, allow this deduction. Some of ttre conditions m4r
be known as facts in the database already. Others may be u*,
known, in which case the system tries to prove these as ner-
goals, by looking at the database and the rules once more. The
result is a backwards move, from goal back to sub-goal, until

Database

Goal Stack
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r---l
t--e---.
tdl
l----e--_.-'l

--j-- 
---l

r---5-_-l
l----c----1
ld1

-r-- --l
ldlL----r
-d--lf-r--_l

Fig.9. Backward chalning example
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i,r.,ir'i r,r. -"-- ::3reachedwhichareknowntobetrue,orthe
,,ririr ,,it ',: -:Jved. An example of backward chaining,

: :-':icdve processes and the goal stack as it
ir ..r ' - ,::. in Fig. 9.

,1, . -:- :-'rningcan bedonein morethan oneway. All
"." 
' : ': : \ am ined and explored to a certain level before
: --.:d to a deeper level. This is known as breadth-

- ' - ; .dernatively (and morecommonly) depth-first
., -;ej. rnwhichthefirstsub-goal(orrulecondition)

' . - "-.J proved before the rest are considered. holog
-, , * :-: chaining language which makes use of depth-
r--: - \|YCIN was also a backward chaining system.

*- :: rred objectn frame-based and object" , -:rd svstems
" --,::i"lerms describe one very similar notion; that ttre
- , --. b€ better described and reasoned about if a system

,- - 
- :::slanding not only of the connections between text

' : , i -;h as 'itisraining' and'you shouldtakean umbrella',
. ,.: :i the nature, structure and function of the elements or

-:,,:.:nts about which the rules and other parts of the
:-- are reasoning. Object-based or sEuctured-object-

- :": si stems are characterized by the addition to the rule-
- , : i a series of object descriptions, schemas or definitions,
. --.r which the types of entity to be reasoned about, their

,,:rle values, their ranges, and how their values may be' '-ned if unknown, are all described independently ofany
-- -s.

l-hese object definitions may be organized in a hierarchy,
- :rder !o represent the real structure of the domain, and to

- -e more efficient tle storage of information. Thus a product

-:ker may be a class of tanker, and a tanker, a class of ship. It
, fien possible to state facts and general descriptions which

-,ust be true of all ships (in the absence of information to the
: ontrary) which will be inherited by all tankers and all product
'-:nkers, without the need to state them explicitly. An example
-overing cars is given in Fig. 10.

Object definitions are now often known as frames, though
:he notion of a frame originally represented something slightly
different. Frames were introduced into the AI research in
19757 ta represent a possible means of human cognition.
hototypical situations are defined, to which the real one can
be matched and the additional information contained in the
lrame about how to react, or about other facts which can be
assumed to be true, can then be applied. Frame-based systems
and object-based systems are now treated as essentially the
same, as they both define prototypical objects, their character-
istics, their common structure and attributes, and mechanisms
to obtain data and react to changes.

Within object-based systems, three basic constructs ere
used to define the entities in the domain; classes, attributes and
object instances. At the lop level, classes denote the basic
problem concepts. They may be organized in a hierarchy. The
characteristic properties which can be attached to a class are
referred to as attributes. The attribute values are different for
each object of a class. Objects then represent particular in-
stances of a class. The object may be thought ofas the basic
unit of the system. As an example, the frame for a 'ship's
engine room' contains slots for the main propulsion sysl.em,
generators and auxiliary machinery. Thus, in the absence of
other information every 'engine room' will be assumed to
contain these features or attributes. The value of the attributes
is then determined for the individual object, possibly using
default information. Objects can be created and destroyed, and
can be tested and altered by rules.
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Scripts are a special kind of frame and were developed ro
represent stereotyped sequences ofactions and events. Scnpts
are more appropriate when dealing with dynamic environ-
ments. A sequence of scriprs gives a description of changes
with time (useful in applications such as weather forecasting
or predictive maintenance).

An additional element often found within AI sysrems,
and sometimes within conventional applications, is that of
message-passing between objects. One method of object
organization and manipulation involves attaching procedures
to the object definitions, which state what should be done in
certain situations, and which permit communication between
objects. Objects encapsulate data inside the procedures which
understand how to manipulate it. Thus, an object can be
manipulated as data, and at the same time it describes the
operations supported on that data. Objecs are activated by
'messages'. Messages are requests for an object !o perform
one of its operations. The key feature of messages is that the
requested operation is coded by a name describing what the
progmmmer wants to happen, not how it is n happen. Thus a
change to one object could lead to a message being sent to
another, to alter a certain number of its values. The form of
programming within which this technique is used is known as

object-oriented programming. It is very similar again to the
frame-based and object-based systems described above, with
the addition of message-passing facilities between objects.
The majority of frame-based systems today permit message-
passing also.

The procedures describing the object response to messages
are termed methods (described above) and reside in the class
description. The different instances of a class utilize the same
method. Consequently they respond differently only accord-
ing to variations in the attribute values. A commonly imple-
mented method is one which obtains a value in situations
where it is desired but unknown.

Car

Ford

Fig. 10. Classes, obJects, attributes and lnheritance
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Another form of procedure, which describes a reaction to
an event raking place in the database, is the demon. Demons
are generally attached to object descriptions, but their main
goal is to monitor the database looking for examples of the
creation, deletion or updating ofa value ofan object. They ttren
react immediately (without the need to search through or
examine rules).

The use of messages, methods, demons and inheritance are
all forms of built-in inference, which take place without the
intervention of rules. They thus straddle the boundary between
knowledge representation and inference.

One last element which should be mentioned concems
hypothetical reasoning. Here, the system can explore different
options simultaneously in situations where data is unknown or
incomplete. It is then possible to 'split' the expert system's
attention, and assume certain things to be true and false
simultaneously, exploring the implications of each choice. A
hypothesis will then be disregarded if one or more of the
assumptions made prove to be wrong or lead to an inconsis-
tency with known facts. This technique is implemented in
several of the larger tool kits.

BUILDING EXPERT SYSTEMS

Introduction
In building expert systems the principles and tools of

knowledge representation and reasoning described above are

Table 2. Main characterlstlcs of Al tanguagro

Property LISP POP11

Symbolic representation
Flexible representation
(i) Lists
(ii) Dynamic binding
(iii) Untyped variables
Functional language
Logic programming
Self-manipulation
Conventional syntax

Y Y

brought logether to solve problems requiring expert lno*'L
edge. There are three main categories of mol used to hr:I
expert systems: AI languages, shells and development en\,r-
onments.

AI languages
Cunent AI programming is basically concerned with tlr

simulation of human intelligent behaviour through symbol
manipulation. Symbols represent lnowledge units which can

be used to build complex knowledge structures. Languages
which have the ability to reason with symbols rather than
numbers are thus essential to practical AI applications.

The generation of intermediate problem states involves

3.
4.
5.
6.

YY
YY
YYIY)
YY

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

(Y;

Al Language
features

. Symbolic manipulation

. Untyped (variab es
hold a value of any
type)

. List process ng
(creation of arbitrary
data structures)

. Dynamic binding
(Procedures determ ne
type of argument at
execution tlme)

. Automat c memory
management

. lnteractive

. Pattern matchrng

. Procedure/
informalion
integration, (object
oriented system)

. Flexible contro
struct!res

. Efflcient code

Al Solution
process + Software

requirement

Functional or logic
based language

Retrieva methods

lntegration
of data and procedures

Al development
environment

features

. lncremental
programming liacllity
to redefine parts of
program withirr an
interactive sessron)

. lntegrated editors,
(called at any time to
edit part of a running
programme)

. Debugging. Trap al run
time errors wilhin the
system

. lranslation program
translation f or printing
in easy read form

. Program understanding
aids

. Flexlb lity to extend
capabilities

Fig.11. Allanguages
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software layers (for example a reasoning module) on top of
LISP is very easy. POPll is similar to LISP, with fewer
functional capabilities. It has a simpler and more conventional
syntax, an important goal during its development. PROLOG
is a logic programming language. The control mechanism in
PROLOG is based on backward chaining. In each language,
however, the practicai versions available today have veered
from their initial pure nature in response to the practical needs
of programming.

Shells and environments
One characteristic aspect of AI programming is that the

language is often only used as part of a development environ-
ment. The task of many AI problems is not one of coding up
a solution but of exploring the problem and its possible
solutions. To satisfy this requirement, development environ-
ments such as KEE, ART, KnowledgeCraftand MUSE have
been constructed to support the evolution ofa program as the
problem understanding develops through experimentation.
Some prominent tools currently available for building expert
systems are listed in Table 3. Many software facilities such as

languages and knowledge representation systems are com-
bined in AI development, envir-onments. Such environments
are well established today and new 'expert syst€m builders'
are being developed, as a consequence of the Alvey and
ESPRIT programmes.

Simpler software packages aimed at assisting users to
build expert systems for specific applications are termed
'shells'. Often running on personal computers, these specify
certain restricted knowledge representation and inference
techniques, in order to speed the process and increase the
simplicity of applications development. Some, such as lr-
onardo, also provide built-in uncertainty handling techniques.
The cost is reduced flexibility and power.

EXPERT SYSTEMS IN LLOYD'S
REGISTER

An overview of the approach
The general approach adopted in the Lloyd's Register

research programme for the development of expert systems is
outlined in Fig. 12. The knowledge acquisition phase incorpo-
rates bothknowledgeelicitation and induction from examples.
The approach is based on a two-stage prototyping arrange-
ment aided by an Information Analysis Expert System

QAES).The underlying concept in this architecture is that of
'Prototype Formulation and Refinement'. Producing a proto-
ty'pe working model is a common approach in engineering
developments. In constructing expert systems this becomes
almost essential due to the complexity of the problems and the

experimental nature of solutions. Human experts also find it
easier !o criticize a working system than to say what is needed

at the initial stages of development. The nvo-stage approach
satisfies the flexibility and experimenLation requirements and
gives some modularity in the architecture. Furthermore the
knowledge base can be incrementally developed and tested.

The first stage of ths construction process is concerned
with a 'prototype rule-based' system. This first prototype
con[ains rules, typically ananged in a decision tree format,
to provide solutions for a simplified model of a problem.
Validation and improvement, of the rules by experts can be
consequently undertaken. A special software tool has been

developed in LR for this purpose.
The second stage of development involves the selection

and implementation of a knowledge representation system

and a control strategy in an AI development environment.

Specialised

Inf ormation
Database

Pattern Recognition

Experl System

Fig. 12. Lloyd's Register framework for building expert
systems

search for applicable knowledge, or for alternative solution
paths. Search in some applications can lead to what is termed
'combinatorial explosion' (exponentially increasing number
of choices). Aithough this can be resolved by ttre introduction
of heuristics, automatic memory management is important.
This requirement, becomes more dominant as the body of
heuristics grows. Control knowledge provides the manage-
ment of both search and assessment and requires flexible
control structures in the programming language. The flexibil-
iry requirement for a language is further emphasized by the
experimental nature of the solution process in AI problems.
List processing, untyped variables and dynamic binding are
some of the features which have been introduced for ttris
purpose in AI languages. Many of the features which are

summarized in Fig. i I are available in ttre main AI languages
LISP, PROLOG and POPl1.

Brief descriptions of some features of LISP, PROLOG and
POPll are given in Table 2. LISP was developed as a func-
donal language based on the Lambda Calculus and provides

',he highest level in self-manipulation. Everything, including
mth data and program, is coded in LISP, and building other
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MUSE, an integrated set of tools for developing real-time AI
applications, is the main environment currently in use within
Lloyd's Register. It provides a range of knowledge represen-
tation techniques !o access a widerange of applications and to
cater for development flexibility. MUSE is also linked to the
IAES in a manner that provides the second prototype refine-
ment loop.

Information analysis expert systems: IAES
The majority of marine applications for which expert

systems are being developed contain large volumes of data
organized in databases. The traditional solution is to manually
select ttre relevant information from the database, specify a
model in suitable terms, 'solve' tle problem and then compare
the 'fit' against solution criteria. This process forms a protn-
type working model which is subsequently subjected to the
test--evaluate-refine loop until the solution criteria are satis-
fied. This is both inefficient and time-consuming, especially
when there is either a large volume of data or a large number
of models !o be tested.

To overcome this difficulty, recourse is made to an infor-
mation analysis expert system,IAES8. An IAES controls the
extraction of information from the database according to the
'initial problem model' defined interactively by the user. The
first function of IAES is to provide a software link between a

database (wittr all the available information on the subject) and
the expert system development tools.

To assist in defining the initial problem model, IAES

prompts the userto define the typeof theproblem (forexample
diagnostic, predictive or plannin g). A list of the main problem
concepts is then established interactively and advice is given
on possible solution methods. Following the selection of an

initial plan, the problem is resolved into sub-problems and the

appropriate classes and attributes are defined. A specific IAES
database is then produced. This reflects the partitioning details
of the problem and the data organization under the appropriate
classes and attributes.

IAES hierarchical network model
The next function of IAES is o facilitate the automatic

generation of rules or other knowledge structures using a

hierarchical network model. Each sub-problem is represented

as anode definedby classes andattributes. Rules aregenerated
using induction and snristical techniques, supplemented by
heuristics. The following steps are used in specifying the

network model.
(1) The problem is initially divided into sub-systems

which can be analysed independently.
(2) For each sub-system, different levels are identified in

which information contributing to different aspects of
the solution sequence is grouped together. Ateach level

the relevant information is distributed into a number of
nodes which represent the objects which are being
considered within each sub-syslem.

(3) The first level of analysis generates the initial hypo-
theses.

Table 4. Results from luel 'lndication' analysis

lV.l Example lile
Attribute Class

FSSl FST3

1

4
6
1

5
2
1

1

4

FSS2

2
3
1

3
3
3
1

3

FST5 FSPl FSP2

5
3
6
3
1

b
1

3
1

1

1

3
1

1

1

1

FSP3 FSFl

First consider FSP3
lf FSPS is 1-4, consider FSTS
lf FSTS is 1-4, then ISFFUE
lf FSTS is 5-7, then 102
lf FSP3 is 5-7, consider FSS1
lf FSSl is 1, consider FSS2
lf FSS2 is 1, then 103
lf FSS2 is 2, then 101
It FSS2 is 3-7, then 104
lf FSS1 is 2-3, then 105
lf FSS1 is 4-7, then 106

FSF2

3
4
5
4
6
7

101
102
103
104
105
106

ISFFUE
ISFFUE
ISFFUE
ISFFUE
ISFFUE
ISFFUE
ISFFUE
ISFFUE
ISFFUE

11
21
31
41
53
64
73
81
91
10 1

11 1

12 1

13 1

14 1

15 1

4
5
5
4
1

5
1

1

1

4
1

1

1

1

1

7
4
7
7
7
6

1

2
3
3
1

4

1

7
7
1

7
1

1

1

1

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

3

lV.ll Rule file

(FSP3)
14

ISFFUE
102

(FSS2)
1

2
3-7

(FST5)
14
5-7

(FSS1)
1 :

: 103
: 101
: 104

2-3
4-7

105
106

5-7 :
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- In the subsequent,levels the implications of rhe inirial
hypotheses for pertinent problem concepts is consid-
ered. The consequences of a given set of hypotheses on
dependent physical processes, and the second order
(cascade) inter-action between sub-systems, are ex-
amples of aspects considered at two differentlevels.In
another level, the pattern of events over time can be
compared with anticipated trends.

Rule induction - EXTRAN (expert translator)
EXTRAN is a FORTRAN-based software package for

:uilding expert systems. It contains an inductive leaming
:.iodule, which induces 'If-Then' rules from examples. The
:rduction process is based on Quinlan's ID3 algorithm,

"Japted to also handle numerical valuese. The ID3 algorithm:
(D selects a random subset ofthe database;
(Li) applies the CLS (concept learning sysrem) algorirhm to

form a classification rule;
iLii) scans the entire database to find exceptions to the rule;
i-iv) if there are exceptions, includes some of tirem in the

considered subset and repeats step (ii).
The CLS algorithm repeatedlypartitions dataaccording to

:he variable with the greatest discriminatory power. ID3 is
rost suitable for reliable data, such as those oblained from
:rperiments. It precludes comparing qualitative variables,
.r hich means that numerical descriptors must be defined for
:e analysis.

A simple example is given in Table 4 of an application of
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EXTRAN to the problem of fault diagnosis within rhe fuel
sub-system of an engine (see Marine Applications section for
more details). An EXTRAN problem is defined by a set of
examples, in which faclors that. influence the solution (amib-
utes) are linked to one of a range of possible outcomes or
solution parameters (named classes in EXTRAN, but wirh no
relation to the object classes mentioned above). Nine attrib-
utes ofthe engine have been identified in Table4 as changing
as a consequence offailures ofthe system, and I 5 examples are
given. The examples include six cases of specific component
faults that can occur in the fuel sub-system. The others
(ISFFUE) are examples of sensor failure. The value of each of
the attributes indicates the absolute magnitude of the change,
where I indicates no change from reference condition, and 7
is maximal. The resulting rule and explanation is given in the
Rules section.

It is also necessary to consider the issues of rule validation
and maintenance/updating with regard to induced rules. Rule
validation is needed at two levels: to ensure the consistency
and correctness of the data used (input validation) and to
ensure the general applicability of the induced rules (output
validation). Input validation is undertaken manually by ex-
perts. For output validaLion, a special rule validation software
package isbeingdevelopedas an extension to EXTRAN. This
is used !o establish whether the information used !o produce
the rules is incomplete, and if so, to identify the under-
specified set of conditions. These conditions are then gener-
ated and tested against the decision rules, with experts asked
to endorse or reject the decision values obtained. Thus the
examples are extended, and the induced ruleset validated or
altered.

For rule maintenanco, it is necessary to retain the example
set, used to induce the original rule, in order !o allow incre-
mental changes to this set and consequent modifications to the
rules. Software has been developed to automatically carry out
the maintenance process after changes to the example-set.

AI development environment (MUSE)
The AI developmentenvironmentMUSEr0 is currently the

main tool available in the Society for developing expert sys-
tems. MUSE is an integrated set of software tools designed to
support prototype development of experimental AI applica-
tions, particularly in real-time domains. A key feature of
MUSE is that it provides a mechanism for packaging up
protot)'pe solutions and delivering them on a specified target
machinelr.

The main MUSE components are summarized in Fig. 13.
Populk is the main language, used for all the procedural code
and for directly assessing the object sysrem. It is an object-
oriented language based on POPl1r2 and Smalltalkl3. It pro-
vides control structures such as loops and data structures such
as lists, strings and variables. Poptalk is an untyped language
(i.e. variables can hold a value ofany type). Functions control
the execution ofa Poptalk program and assist in structuring it-
Poptalk also provides a data capture facility consisting of a
series of data channels. These channels can be linked to
physical data sources such as sensors, to deliver cunent values
of parameters to the system.

The rule system of MUSE consists of a Forward Produc-
tion System FPS) and a Backward Chaining System (BCS),
whose function accords closely with that of the examples
given previously. The MUSE FPS implements an OPS-style
type 'match, resolve, execute' cyclela. The FPS is a collection
of rules in the form 'if the condition is true then execute the
action'. The condition part consists of a number of clauses.
Each clausedefines the conditions to bemetbefore rherule can

Objecl Nolalion Procedural Co
Poptalk

lorward Produclion
: ystem(FPS)

3ackward Chaining

:ystem (BCS)

System Object Functions

Knowledge Sources Loops

Notice Boards Condilionals

Rule sets Numbers

Schemas(Object Lists

Definitions) Vectors

Agenda Slrings

Denons Variables

Relations i0 Facilities

Variables

i0 Facilities

Data Channels

pplicati

Fig. 13. MUSE components
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Fig. 14. Setting uP an

be executed (such as the constraints on the values of certain
attributes). The rule actions initiate the crea[ion, modification
or deletion of objects in one or more dalabases. The BCS

system is similar in style and operation to Prolog. Thus, the

BCS rule base contains slatements of relationships between
problen-r concepts in the form: X is true provided, X7,X2,X3
... are true orX is true provided,Yl,Y2, Y3 ... are true.

The BCS program contains predicates which represent
goals and are distinguished by having a unique name and a

number of arguments. Each predicate consists of a collection
ofrules and facts. The rules are headed by a goal or conclusion

application in MUSE

and contain a set of clauses. Controlling the way that BC j
applies the various rules or searches for relationships is not .,
explicit as in procedural languages. Depth-first search 3: -

chronological backtracking upon failure are the basic methc :
involved.

The third main element of MUSE is the objecl-fa5g.d 13r : :

which provides both access to object-oriented structures, ;: -

built-in facilities to provide many of the facilities necessan - '

the construction of advanced AI applications. Its componc: -

include demons, relations and facilities for system structu.. :
and scheduling.
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-:cdon of demons has already been described. In
:: -3rTlonS are essentially functions watching for the- i instances of a class, or for changes to the attributes
, 3ct. A number of different kinds of demon can be

. : 'Creation' demons are executed after an instance of
- -:s been created. 'Post-update' demons are executed' . :rrticular attribute it has been monitoring has been
* -.: *'ith a new value. In MUSE, relationships betwecn
,., are specified by special objects called 'relations'.

" :::ing up an application in MUSE
-- e basic structure of any MUSE application is a set of

- .,-ing modules termed'knowledge sources' (KS) which
- :lnicate by shared access to pafticular databases. Every

-. ,, rse is part of the 'system object', which represents the
- ,.: application.

.,e system object is an internally defined or built-in class
- -h in MUSE is called a schema. It confains a number of

" 
- .. :- in attributes or slots. The slots of the system object which

--. useful in structuring an application include'knowledge
,, -:;es', 'notice boards', 'schemas' and 'libraries' (Fig. 1a).

The declaration of a knowledge source includes a number
. pre-dehned slots. It consists of a local database and one or

-.lre rule systems. Therule system consists of a setof forward
,: backward chaining rules plus interests in one or more
- 'rabases ('notice boards') which the rules monitor and mod-
: ' . Notice boards are employed as communication channels.
-il production rules monitor such databases for interesting
,:.3nges. The blackboard approach previously described can
:c implemented in MUSE using notice boards.

In the example of a MUSE application given, three know-
:dge sources are utilized (KS 1, KS2 and KS3). Each contains
: centrol shared database (KSl-DB, KS2-DB, KS3-DB).

--Lcse databases are visible to all tie knowledge sources in the

-:plication and to Poptalk code. They can be specified in the
jrterests' of any production rule set which will then monitor

.:.r changes. Each knowledge source has two rule sets G.S 1/
L S 2, RS 3/RS4, RS5/RS6). Each of these rule sets is either an
l?S or BCS. Each has its own private database (DBliDB6)
".. :rich is only visible to each individual rule set.

When the initial information in a problem is processed in
.--: knowledge source KS l, the results are communicated in
,-.: plan notice board. The plan notice board can trigger the two
1-:.Jwledge sources KS2 and KS3 which have access both to
--: plan and the final output notice board.

The order in which knowledge sources and other events are
j1.3cuted witiin theapplication is specifiedby the agenda. The
:,r3ndi scheduling system is based on priority ordering. The
:_l3nd3 can be viewed as a fixed data structure with spaces
:.presenting differentpriorities. All the events which are ready

-- be executed are placed in the agenda by explicit calls frorn
::.cther part of the application or by the 'scavenger', which
: :,iiects the production rule sets ready for execution when
.:Jring else is running. The agenda also allows reasoning
:.-.ains !o be suspended when new extemal events occur,
..,owing critical or alarm events to beprocessed immediately.

MARINE APPLICATIONS

-.3 category 'marine applications' primarily covers ships and
: .:',forms for drilling, construction and petroleum production.
: ,rert systems for the ship and offshore platform sectors fall
- .r two categories. Firstly, lhere are general advice dialogue-
. .iJd systems. These can provide members of the industry,
'- 

_ring from shipbuilding experts to a ship's crew and classi-
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fication society surveyors, with the most updated information
(rules, design standards and costs) in suitable marine technol-
ogy and management areas. Interpretation of information and
expert advice are the eventual goals of such systemsls'16. The
second category covers online expert systems designed to
hamdle specific ship or platform functions. Such applications
include voyage planning, engine fault diagnosis, and mainte-
nance prediction. A control expert system could also handle
the overall management of a ship.

A general marine technology expert system
(MrES)

Marine transport technology can be broadly divided into
ship design and ship operation. Both are multi-disciplinary
tasks influenced by factors which are external or internal to the
ship. External factors include environmental conditions such
as winds and sea states, broad social and economic issues and
the following operational constraints:

(i) legislative and charter party consraints;
(ii) environmental time-independent constrainis such as

port of call, arrival times and their elasticities and navi-
gational restrictions;

(iiD environmental time-dependent constraints such as
weather and sea state.

The environmental constraints have been recognized and
treated as probabilistic problems. Certain operational require-
ments can be considered within the appropriate cost equations.
The majority are either neglected or judged intuitively. Fur-
thermore, the critical economic factors such as the level of
world trade, individual government policies, oil prices, freight
markets and financing are changing unpredictably, making
any attempt at mathematical modelling virtually impossible.

Intemal design factors are related to areas such as hydro-
dynamics, machinery, structures, stability, control, main-
tenance scheduling and management. In all these areas
mathematical modelling can be applied, although in many
cases the most serious obstacle is actually to define the
problem. The necessary information for comprehensive
mathematical modelling is often not available. Traditionally,
preliminary solution parameters are derived and used sequen-
tially as input for interconnected areas. The resulting initial
design or operational parameters are then refined in an itera-
tion loop. The widespread use of computer aided design
(CAD) techniques makes an integrated synthesis approach
suitable for this process.

Ship configuration changes such as damage or engine
power reduction can produce operational constraints.
Responses to motion are also in this category. The overall
difficulty is thatproblems arising from the variable interaction
of internal design or operation factors, according lo criteria
which are dependent on variable external factors, cannot be
resolved satisfactorily.

Ship design and management have been based on com-
puter implementations of the traditional process of
analysis-synthesis-evaluation. These steps can be also ac-

complished by a Marine Technology Expert System (MTES)
outlined in Figs. l5(a) and (b). The necessary input informa-
tion will be made available from existing designs or operation
procedures. The rules thus obtained, augmented by expert
human knowledge, will form a ship technology knowledge
base. This will be operated by an inference system to attain
specihc goals or to perform design synthesis.

An advanuge of this approach is the adaptability of the

system in formulating new solutions for changes associated
with economic factors, different trading consraints and instal-
lation of new equipment. The effects of implementing each

' rhat BCS
::s is not as

seuch and

-ir.: methods

:.rsed layer,
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e;essary for
: lmponents
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Fig. 15. Development ol an integrated technology expert system

Financial

lnvsstment decision
Business plan
Resource allocation

Administration

lnventory control
lnventory schedule
Crew
Accounts

Training

Technical

Fleet monitoring
Voyage planning
Maintenance planning
lntegrated bridge control
Ballast control
Stowage plan
Fauh diagnosis
Performance optim ization
Design
Design appraisal
Classilication
Certification

Table 5. Marlne technology expert system
applications

ing of the effects of advice given by shore-based marine
systems (Fig. 15c). In particular, feedback data on a ship's
'performance' is an essential input for reliability studies and
for measuring goal attainment in the ship design and opera-
tional plan.

An area where an expert syst€m such as the described
MTES can be utilized by classification societies is in machin-
ery, hull, electrical and refrigeration design appraisal and plan

approval. The relevant classification rules and design stan-

dards can be identified by the system for any particular case.

Where the expert system provides a real benefit is when it can
provide advice on how to apply the rules and why certain
formulae and appraisal procedures are considered to be appli-
cable. Additionally, certainty factors (estimates of safety
factors) can be attached to different calculation procedures.

Expert systems which will advise on finite elementanalysis in
relation to loading and component details are already under

development.

Specific marine technology expert systems
A numberof expert systems are currently being developed

worldwide for specific marine applications. These are shown
in Table 5. Some of them are briefl-y described below, includ'
ing prototype systems under construction at LR.

Expert voyage planning. A number of commercial voy-
age planning programs are already available. Now, expert
systerns are being developed to add heuristic and learning

Emergency procedures

Ship information

Weather
Ship movements

new decision can be monitored, and depending on the feed-
back, the overall plan can be refined.

Advances in communication technology allows monitor-
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:rpabilities to such programs. The aim is to advise on an
:ptimum voyage plan subject !o constraints such as legisla-
'-.cn, chafter party details, route and weather, ship condition

'rd ship responses to motion. Voyage planning is largely a
::termin-istic optimization problem wih constraints for the
: rpected motions (especially rolling), slamming, deck-wet-
,3ss, structural response and the degree of propeller racing.
. re objective function is dependent on criteria such as arrival
.,ne, minimization of operating costs and minimizat"ion of
: ugh weather damage. The expert system must ttrus identify
--e appropriate objective function, or objective function val-
-:s, given information on portarrangements, bunkering ports,
-31 costs, chartering details and future contracts. Heuristics

. -r also be used to select a global Eack from knowledge base
-.-:. Digital maps and statistical weather forecasts will have
- ,ignificant impact on future voyage planners.
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A marine fuel oil characterization expert system
(f OCES). A prototype fuel oil characterization expert system
has been developed within an EEC-funded research pro-
gramme currently near completionlT.

Any classification or ranking of fuel combustion behav-
iour can be based on the overall oxidation and pyrolysis routes
of t}te three main hydrocarbon classes, saturates, aromatics
and mixed polyaromaticsl8. However, non-linear'interaction
effects' between different hydrocarbons are present, produc-
ing a problem space of such complexity that traditional ana-
lytical treatment is vidually impossible. The engine response
variations create additional complications. The statistical dis-
tribution of combustion parameters such as ignition delay and
rate of pressure rise shows large deviations from the mean
values. The magnitudeof this variance is fuel-dependentle. An
expert system approach was thus selected for this application.

FOCES is based on a two-stage characterization. The first
stage is aimed at identifying a property area in a 'fuel map'
within which a second-stage analytical procedure can estab-
lish a detailed correlation. This is similar to looking at a global
country map to find the area for which details can be subse-
quently looked up on a local map. The fuel maps are produced
as rules by computer induction and other statistical techniques
for each engine area affected by fuel properties (such as
ignition, combustion, fouling and wear). A set of typical
ignition maps are shown in Fig. 16(a). The fuel classes ICI to
IC6 define set percentage ranges of change in the ignition
delay period (IDP) from a reference condition (minimum IDP
throughoutthe loadrange, gas oil). An importantfeatureof the
approach is the ability to simplify classificarion maps by
broadening the ranges associated with the fuel classes. Only
one fuel property is used in Fig. 16(b).

Diesel engine fault diagnostic expert system. A fault
diagnostic expert system is under development in the condi-
tion monitoring research programme, co-ordinated by Lloyd's
Register, within the 'U.K. efficient ship project'2o. The fault
diagnosis and fuel characterization systems will be integrated
with a simulation module in an advanced condition monitor-
ing system which is illustrated in Fig. 1721. The objectives of
the diagnostic system, named DEEDS (Diesel engine expert
diagnostic system) are:

(i) increased reliability and safety for diesel engines;
(ii) the ability to advise non-qualified personnel on the

location, severity and causes of faults;
(iii) the provision of clear and correct system state informa-

tion to support engineers handling abnormal operating
conditions;

(iv) early warnings of component condition for main-
tenance planning.

The functional requirements of the system include:
(i) early detection of specific engine componentor sensor

faults;
(ii) diagnosis of faults (including multiple independent

faults). (This can be linked with alarm systems to
provide causes for reported alarms.)

(iii) a warning system for interfacing to maintenance plan-
ning;

(iv) identification of probable faults in a situation of fewer
SENSOTS;

(v) assessment of confidence levels for the diagnosis;
(vi) assessment of fault severity;
(vii) an interface to the opcrator, to permit requests for

additional information, and to inform the user ol the
diagnosis and the implications for the monitored
components.

(a) 6 Classes

86.5
Elemental Carbon (%)

Ciasses

IC3
720%

rc2
65-120%

rc1
0-65%

413 Molecular lYeight

Flg.16. IDP luel maps
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Engine design parameters

Engine
signals

Condensed engine data f ile

(cEDF)

and sensor information

simulation variabres

Fault Cata

Fault records

Fault data and
sirnulated pedormance
variables

CEDF

Combustion
data

Combustio
eff ect

Fuel
inspection
properties

3. Fuel
characterization

CEDF

Fuel
quality
advice Maintenance

records

CEDF

Fig. 17. Systems overview data llow

Maintenance operating
and performance constraints

Optimum engine settings
and maintenance schedule

Table 6. Main stages of DEEDS diagnostic process
ing evidence can be found in the reactions of other sub,-

systems, and in the combustion process. The simulatior.
model also provides final confirmation for any fault icien-

tificd by the expert system. The main stages of DEEDS are

given in Table 6 and are described in some detatlinref .22

Expert maintenance system. Expert maintenance sys-

tems boft for diesel engines and for the whole ship structure
are under development within LR, the latter under the
KBSSHIPprogramme. Their objective is to produce condi-
tion-based maintenance schedules which maximize ship
availability, subject to operational consEaints. Optimiza-
tion of maintenance schedules for hull and machinery pro-
duces benefits in ship availability, crew requirements.
direct maintenance costs and spare parts inventory confrol.
The knowledge base of the maintenance expert syslem must
contain the following three sets of information.

(D Planned or reference maintenance schedules for the
appropriate items.

(ii) Knowledge of factors which produce increased
maintenance activity (such as fuel quality and heavy
weather).

(iii) Heuristics and/or models specifying deterioration
patterns for each component for each of the factors
in (ii).

Initial estimates of when maintenance is required will be
provided during the commissioning of the equipment from the
manufacturers' planned maintenance schedules. These will be
constantly updated by demons, triggered by factors respon-
sible for increased maintenance activity flist (ii)]. The organi-
zation and scheduling of predictive maintenance itself is a

form of planning problem. Heuristics can be employed to
select appropriate parameters and,/or models for estimates of
change in maintenance schedules. It is envisaged that it will be
necessary to monitor actual deterioration trends (for example,
engine lubrication condition and accumulated debris) to refine
the predicted maintenance plan.

Integrated ship control. Systems integration on ships re-
fers usually to engine room control and cargo handling and

Process Technique

1. Sensor diagnostics
2. Fault detection

3. ldentify engine subsystem(s)
with faults

4. ldentify all plausible
{aults in a subsystem

5. Generate and test
plausible single faults

6. Generate and test
multiple f ault hypothesis

7. Relinement of fault hypothesis
8. Fault hypothesis validation
9. Consequenceanalysis

Kalman f ilters, heuristics
Generation ol reference data
by mathematical simulation
and comparison
Heuristics
Causal model
Modif ied 'set covering'
model
Pattern matching, f uzzy
set techniques, heuristics

Heuristics, reliability data,
decision tree analysis, causal
model, simulation
Temporal logic, causal model
Simulation
Heu ristics, temporal logic,
causal model

The development of this expert system is based on obtarn-
ing an experimental database of associalions between symp-
toms and engine faults (Fig. 18). An extensive engine test
programme is being undertaken at several research centres, in
which 80 fault conditions are artificially irnposed into engine
components, and the resulting changes in sensors' signals
from the engine are recorded.

In the final application, the fault diagnosis expert system is
closely linked with an engine simulation model. This responds
to changes in engine speed, load, ambient conditions and fuel
oil quality by predicting the expected engine performance.
When sensor data indicate significant deviations from tiese
simulation reference values (outside the expected range of
accuracy of the sensor), a set of deviations is generated and
passed to the fault diagnosis system. Fault hypotheses are
generated and tested, and then confirmed if sufficient support-

1. Signal
conditioning

Engine conditio

Maintenance
luel data

4. Prediction an
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Fig. 18. Development of a fault diagnosis experl system

scmetimes communication, navigation and other systems.
Total integration is, however, the goal of many research and
::r'elopment activities and particularly of the many national
:ificient ship' projects.

Developments to integrate bridge conffol systems are on
. .i way. The typical bridge operational system consists of the
,::ering control, magnetic compass, engine room telegraphs,
:'Jar, radio, gyro, echo-sounding and satellite equipment.
:.ectronic charts are also hnding their way into the bridge
,::a. Integration of thebridge control with ttre machinerycon-
-':1, cargo handling and surveillance systems into a cenfral

Trans.l.Mar.E., Vol. 101, pp. 1741

ship management area will eventually take place, but can
impose overwhelming demands on both the computer
hardware and the operators.

Conditions can change rapidly during an emergency
situation, so that acourse ofaction, initially correct, could
moments later be disastrous. Assimilation and interpreta-
tion by thebridge officers of all the information available
by all the above systems is almost. impossible. Further-
more, no computer, regardless of its speed, can evaluate
quickly enough all possible outcomes presented by an
emergency. Efficient inference mechanisms augmented
by expert heuristics can offer a solution to this problem.
A number ofexpertsystems for intelligentprocess control
in real-time land-based industry have already been devel-
oped and marketed. They usually act as alarm manage-
ment systems, by monitoring large numbers of process
variables and alarm signals.

Dynamic positioning expert systems. A dynamic
positioning system is a computer- and thruster-assisted
manoeuvring system. It provides a means of controlling
the position and heading of a vessel or mobile offshore
unit within pre-defined limits. Thrust is applied to over-
come disturbances from wind, currents, tides and waves.
Different types of thrusters and/or a controllable-pitch
propeller are employed for this task.

Controllers for dynamic positioning application are
based on established multi-variable control theory. Nor-
mally, because ship motions have significant non-lineari-
ties, itis necessary to change control parameters (gain and
phase) m obtain satisfacmry control over the power range
of a ship. Expert systems have been developed in this area
to act as supervisory controllers. Their role is to interpret
prevailing conditions and to select a control mode with the
appropriate controller parameters.

Offshore platform design. The design of an offshore
platform is probably the most complex of all offshore
design problems. It may require up ro 10 million man-
hours and involve hundreds of experts. The overall
objective in developing a field is to exploir a petroleum
reservoir in the most economical manner. Suggested de-
velopment concepts consistent with a production plan
are reviewed and refined in the light of environmental,
technical, and economic constraints. These constraints
include weight, cost and time estimates, phasing of activi-
ties and field development economy. Techniques devel-
oped for planning and monitoring expert systems are
particularly suitable here. Management, communication
and monitoring aspects can also benefit from the use of
exp€rt System technology. There are several research
projects to develop expert systems tro assist in offshore
platform design.

CONCLUSIONS

The industrial revolution has been succeeded by the infor-
mation technology era * a mixture of computers and com-
munications encompassing knowledge-based systems.
Information technology can be used to raise ttre technological
level ofship transport to enable the generation ofnew products
and services in a technically competitive environment. The
use of this technology in a coherent and disciplined way
requires comprehensive knowledge of its advantages and
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limitations. Such knowledge is also necessary for the inde-
pendent assessment of its impact on safety and ship integrity.

Future developments towards integrated ship manage-
ment systems rely on developing new techniques for diag-
nosis, prediction, planning and control and for interpreting
information which is unclear, uncertain and unreliable. Expert
systems are particularly suitable for these problems and will
inevitablybecome an essential element in marine technology.
Another advantage of such uses is the accessibility of the
knowledge base, allowing easy updating when parameters
change due to the inherent dynamism of the ship transport and
offshore platform environment. Expert systems technology
also serves to provide a means to codify and preserve scarce
and/or expensively gainedknowledge, storing the expertise of
retiring personnel, and making available to less experienced
individuals at least some of the wisdom gained by the best
practitioners of a craft.

The benefits of expert systems in marine applications have
now been successfully demonstrated. The development of a
number of expert systems and of a methodology for their
construction has awakened inlerest within the marine commu-
nity, and will be an important contribution !o tlte long-term
revival of the shipping industry.
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